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A Review of Agentic Frameworks in Engineering Education

Abstract

This theory paper focuses on how agency is framed and used in engineering education concerning faculty and students. There is a diverse landscape of how agency has been defined and studied in social science, which presents challenges in understanding the breadth of how agency has been defined and studied in higher education. As a result, this narrative review highlights possible uses of agency as a framework to examine innovation in engineering education across multiple levels of the educational system. Furthermore, this paper supports the importance of agency in facilitating diverse pathways into engineering, promoting a liberal approach to engineering education, and supporting individual diversity as a way to potentially shift dominant mindsets, cultures, and structures that disrupt the ability to make change in engineering education.

Introduction

A recent editorial discussed the need for a third Morrill Act for the 21st century to provide guidelines for increasing pathways into STEM education. The editorial highlighted the role engineering education may play in addressing issues of access and engagement, reasserted the value of STEM literacy integrated with liberal arts, and emphasized the need for universities to be prepared to support diverse learners [1]. Unfortunately, the solicitations advocated in this report mirror requests made for at least two decades for undergraduate engineering education. This gradual sense of change demonstrates how transforming engineering education from a local and systemic perspective is indeed difficult [2].

However, despite the difficulty and perceived resistance to change, this call for innovation in higher education highlights the critical need for change agents—individuals within academia and outside of it willing to enact a transformation in STEM education at the curricular, institutional, and national levels. A core piece of ensuring a change in educational systems is the ability of these agents to exercise their agency (i.e., free will or choice to act). However, the dominant norms in higher education can limit opportunities for students, faculty members, or higher education administrators to enact their agency [3], [4]. A deeper understanding of how agency is defined and used in this context for research and policy changes can provide useful ways of catalyzing change in engineering education.

Agency is an emerging theory within engineering education; however, historically, it has a deep lineage and debate among the social sciences. Researchers have investigated various perspectives of agency through multiple lenses such as the structure agency dialectic prioritized by sociologists, which is often rejected by psychologists who support the idea of personal agency where individuals influence their actions [5], [6]. Often, anthropologists straddle the line between an individualized and dialectic conceptualization of agency [7]. These fundamental understandings of agency have been extended into research areas in STEM education to understand student learning, engagement, equitable learning experiences, and critical agency [8]. Only recently have engineering education researchers begun to explore the ways agency may situate and expand our understanding of student and faculty agency to understand change in the classroom, curriculum, pathways into and throughout engineering, and systemically throughout engineering education.
This narrative review provides a starting point for researchers who are interested in studies focused on agency in engineering education, to date. We intend for this paper to be used as a tool for understanding the current perspectives and methodologies used to examine student and faculty agency in engineering. Including an initial conversation concerning how the engineering education community can consider how agentic frameworks can be leveraged or extended to investigate change in engineering education. To begin, we briefly present a few fundamental definitions of agency. The following sections comprise a synthesis of existing perspectives of agency in engineering education and a discussion of how agency can provide breakthroughs in engineering education.

Definitions of Agency

At a surface level, agency can be understood through associated terms such as will, purposiveness, intentionality, choice, initiative, freedom, and creativity [9]. Agency is the exercise or manifestation of an individual’s capacity to act [10]. This construct is presumed to be present in all fundamental human actions; that is, every individual (actor) possess agentic (or internal behaviors) capabilities and can exercise these capabilities at any time. Agency is thought to be “the ability to exert influence on one’s life” [11, p. 38]. Anthony Giddens [12] stated that agency, while encompassing an individuals’ intention, also involves the individuals’ capability of acting on an intention and producing consequences (or change) from their actions [p. 9]. From a psychological perspective, agency is “people’s beliefs about their capabilities to exercise control over events that affect their lives” [5, p. 1175], and agentic actions involve “exploring, manipulating, and influencing the environment” [13, p. 4]. Individuals possess varying degrees of capabilities, and in turn, they possess different perceptions of agentic potential. Present in all these definitions is the idea that agency is individual behavior and behavior through interaction between the self and society.

An individual’s agency has been theorized and used in studies in fields such as anthropology [14], psychology [6], [15], life course studies [11], [16], and the social sciences [12], [17]. In the realm of STEM education research, where our narrative review focuses, agency has been prominent among scholars concerned with issues of equity and social justice in-and-out of the classroom setting, specifically in science education [8], mathematics education [18], and engineering education [19], [20]. Below, we provide an in-depth account of studies concerning student and faculty agency in engineering education.

STEM Education Agentic Frameworks

Multiple definitions of agency proposed in engineering education research based upon the traditions from which researchers have framed their studies. We identified twelve studies using search terms such as “agency” and “engineering education” in available databases (Education Resources Information Center, Education, and Education Full Text) and ASEE PEER document repository. Most studies discussed are in the context of the United States; however, two studies are within a South African context, and one is in a Norwegian context. Studies focused on K-12 engineering education, and early career engineers were excluded based on the scope of this paper to synthesize the literature for undergraduate engineering education. We also found that these
studies used both qualitative and quantitative research methods. Once we identified studies that used agency as central to their studies, we examined how agency was used to study undergraduate engineering education.

We identified three themes among study outcomes: student learning, persistence, and positioning. Below, we organize our review by these themes to illustrate the range of applications of agential frameworks in examining how students may feel empowered or constrained to enact agency in engineering education. We discuss how agency has been defined in each study, what the findings of each study show, and how these findings may fit within a broader characterization of change initiated by students in engineering education.

**Student Learning**

Scholars in science education have framed “learning as agency” from a critical perspective to understand how students engage in science learning, and how students use their knowledge to transform their communities and world at large perception of their ability to change their world through everyday actions as well as his/her broader goals in life [42]. Later, we discuss how students are positioned and position themselves influences how students learn, navigate engineering, and develop their identities as engineers. However, in this section, we focus on how agency is useful for assessing how agency enhances engineering learning as an outcome.

The studies focusing on student learning were grounded in sociology and varied in methodological approaches [21]–[23]. Drawing on an analytic framework for empowerment, Svihla and colleagues [21] defined *agency* as the “autonomy to make decisions,” concerning students’ learning how to enact their agency when engaging in problem scoping and solving [p. 2]. In addition to agency, this work draws on the idea of opportunity structures, which may constrain an individual from enacting agency (i.e., purposeful choices) to result in a desired or unintended outcome. Similarly, Gynnild [22] drew directly from Gidden’s structuration theory to examine change in engineering education, specifically concerning enhancing teaching and learning. The structuration theory suggests there is a relationship between human agency and structures, where structures constrain individuals as well as enable individuals to influence social practices.

In contrast, Case’s study [23] was based on Archer’s morphogenetic theory, which differs slightly from Gidden’s theory by collapsing structure into two dimensions, structure and culture, when examining agency. Structure is defined as the goods, social positions, and roles in society, while culture is defined as the ideas and beliefs in engineering and science. Agency is defined as human action and interaction. This conceptualization of agency was used to understand how students’ agency changed over time to enable them to “leave higher education with different knowledge and capacity for action” [p. 843]. This analytic framework also includes an element—situational logic, which refers to a belief where change arises in the opposition between structure and culture, which relates to how Gynnild [22] discussed how the “nature of recursive social practices that help us conceive both stability and change” [p. 302]. Lastly, student agency has been defined as “the ways students develop personally through engagement with knowledge” [24]. This characterization of student agency is similar to Svihla et al. [21]. Both studies focused on students developing agency as an integral piece for navigating pathways into their career as an engineer.
Along with varying theoretical underpinnings of agential frameworks, multiple approaches were used to investigate student learning, such as a multiple case study, narrative analysis, and phenomenography. The narrative analysis conducted by Case [23] highlighted how the students felt constrained by the curriculum, which in turn influenced their interactions with faculty and peers. This research also highlighted the importance of students’ ability to see themselves, in relation to the knowledge that is legitimized in the classroom. More importantly, Case [23] suggested there is a need to make structural and cultural changes to institutions and curricula, including pedagogy and assessment, to enable students to build “radically new perspectives on the world [p. 850],” including a change in who students are becoming personally and professionally through their engagement with knowledge. Similarly, using a multiple case approach, Svihla et al. [21] emphasized how students’ perceptions of the design problem influenced their attitudes towards learning and task completion. Connections between discourse patterns about agency were found. Their findings suggest students are willing to negotiate problems based on their perception of the authenticity of the design problem, and making considerations for the context of the problem is essential for students learning design. Students who claimed the design problem as an assignment had low agency, in comparison to their peers who took ownership of the design. As a result, students who demonstrated framing agency had orientations towards learning based on their willingness to explore and test ideas outside of the task, instead of focusing on task completion. These findings inform how educators can begin to support students sense of agency in design by encouraging students to take ownership of their work, as opposed to approaching the design with intent to find the right answer. Also, their findings inform later studies that discuss how there is a paradox between how engineers are positioned by society and how engineering education often constrains student’s ability to enact and develop attitudes that result in change.

Although Gynnild [22] presented a case using phenomenographic methods, this article was primarily focused on the translation of Gidden’s structuration theory into an engineering education context to understand change in how students approach learning from a surface, deep, or strategic approach. Both surface and strategic learning were considered superficial. As a result, the learning environment was modified to incorporate visual media and a take-home midterm assessment to illustrate the related phenomena and the mathematical equations to stimulate a more in-depth approach to learning. Eleven students were interviewed and asked to write in a journal about their learning. Students who had a predisposition towards deep learning reported how the visual media and assessment were helpful; however, the students who held superficial values about learning reported a small impact on their learning. These results illustrate how social change is influenced by individuals who are willing to adopt the new practices imposed by the structure; in this case, the lecturers who implemented strategies to improve student learning. These articles are concerned with the ways structure and culture shape student agency.

**Persistence**

Concerns regarding persistence and engagement in engineering have been tied to constraints imposed by institutional structures and cultures on students [25]–[27]. Ahmed and colleagues [29] combined elements from two theoretical frameworks, Bourdieu’s ideas about cultural capital [28] and Archer’s [17] beliefs about structures, to understand why students who are “academically eligible to continue” leave engineering [29, p. 133]. Bourdieu’s assumption of capital refers to the cultural resources that influence society, as well as the power dynamics that influence students’ decision-making. Whereas Archer’s perspective recognized the interwoven nature between
structure and agency, as opposed to solely prioritizing the role of structure. Irrespective of competing ideas among Bourdieu and Archer, their work aims to focus on the relationship between structure and agency by examining the power dynamics between the student (as an agent) and the institution (as a structure).

Additionally, this study used Archer’s agentic reflexivity, which involves understanding the “internal conversation” that justifies their withdrawal. With influences from grounded theory, their findings indicated how students primarily withdrew from engineering based on a lack of interest in engineering. Also, some students stated tension, which resulted in the students temporarily withdrawing from the program to receive more “on-site experience” or transferring to a new program. Additional rationales for leaving engineering include financial and academic barriers (i.e., performance in courses). Ahmed et al. [29] emphasized the value of integrating initiatives to mediate concerns related to structural constraints such as providing financial assistance to students and providing supplemental information to support students to make informed decisions about their pathways.

This work presents a focus on the internal processes (i.e., thoughts) in addition to external behavior in examining student agency. A similar concept is used in higher education research focused on understanding graduate student agency through two concepts: agentic perspectives and agentic actions [30]. Agentic perspectives involve understanding how students “make sense of situations and concepts to advance their personal goals” [p. 2], which results in strategic actions towards the student’s goals (i.e., agentic actions). This view of agency highlights how multiple factors are influencing how students navigate into or out of engineering.

**Positioning**

In this review, positioning is used as an umbrella term to represent the process of how individuals place themselves and are placed within social contexts. Several studies across different themes utilized this perspective, including identity development, diversity support, and critical views of agency. From a social psychological perspective, positioning theory is used to understand how people are “positioned” concerning discursive acts such as “conversation, institutional practices, and societal rhetorics” [31, p. 51]. Also, discursive practices are used to explain the ways people “produce social and psychological realities” [32, p. 45]. This view of positioning can be used to understand how students position themselves as well as how others position them according to discourse and social structures as a way to make sense of identity, belonging, and how students imagine themselves within a particular role such as an engineer.

Using narrative research methods, Greene et al. [33] combined ecological systems theory, critical race theory, and narrative identity framework to understand how Black men who participate in makerspaces form their identities as engineers. Ecological systems theory consists of four levels: microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem [34]. The microsystem is the first level of the environment, which contributes to the student’s development through close interactions in one setting, such as the classroom, home, or work. The mesosystem involves the relationship between multiple microsystems (i.e., classroom experiences and internship). The exosystem is an environment where the student isn’t an active participant but affects the student. Macrosystems involve the cultural values, norms, and belief systems that have indirect influences on the student.
Each environmental level has an indirect or direct impact on the development of the student. However, in the context of the study, their work defined the makerspace as a microsystem based on the students’ interactions within the setting. Greene et al. [33] suggested that makerspaces have the potential to influence how Black men form their identity as engineers, since makerspaces provide freedom and flexibility, as opposed to traditional learning environments [33]. The authors did not explicitly describe a definition of agency; instead, their findings suggest that Black men express how makerspaces serve as “a solidifying agent in their decision to pursue engineering” [p. 11]. This study also highlights the importance of examining how non-traditional learning approaches facilitate identity development by validating students’ various ways of engaging in engineering, including the association between identity development and developing a sense of agency. Although agency was not a primary concern in the study, ecological systems theory may be useful for further examining how students develop an understanding of agency with the other environmental levels that influence how they engage in the makerspace, including institutional structure and culture. More importantly, this research study emphasizes how providing students access to co-curricular spaces (i.e., makerspaces) informs their positioning to author their identity as an engineer [35].

Similar to Green et al. [33], Secules et al. [36] examined agency among students who are traditionally marginalized in engineering. Their work was informed by bell hook’s style of theorizing to make sense of how an underrepresented student navigated an oppressive system. In their work, agency is defined as “who controls the narrative of experiences in marginalization” [p. 189]. In addition to controlling the narrative, the idea of theorizing involves a process of “understanding one’s situation in terms of existing oppressive social norms, questioning those norms, and eventually opening up our imagination to liberation from them” [p. 190]. This framing of agency relates to other scholars who assume a sense of agency involves actively processing mentally and through actions. Narrative research methods were used to identify three intertwined narratives were identified as a part of Emilia’s stories, specifically emphasizing racial and gender inequities in STEM: Vulnerability and Strength Regarding Math, Women in STEM: Conflicting Feminisms and Self-determination, and The Nature of Engineering: Authoring Disciplinary Narratives. Within the “Vulnerability and Strength Regarding Math” narrative, the Emilia exercised her agency by pursuing engineering as a career choice, despite her low mathematics self-efficacy, discouraging conversations with family members, and rigor culture that suggested that students must excel in mathematics to be a good engineer. In addition to rejecting the “cultural motif” associated with engineering, the student also made a conscious effort to network with professional engineers to understand what aspects of engineering required math. The student demonstrated their agency by asking questions and taking action to resist the dominant narrative of what it means to be a “real engineer,” stereotypical gendered roles in engineering, and positioning her weaknesses regarding technical skills as developmental, as opposed to fixed. Key elements of this framing of agency are about empowering the participant to tell their story as a source of support and agency as well as shifting from a perspective that encourages women to be more like male engineers considering there are additional attributes of engineering that are suppressed in the dominant narrative.

While the student in [36] pushed back on the culture of engineering by theorizing, Chua and Cagle [37] emphasized the disconnect between how students are positioned in recruitment efforts as “change-makers” with reality where curricula and pedagogy constrain students. Engineering
agency is often framed in rhetoric that emphasizes the need for engineers to negotiate the type of problems they solve and how they approach those problems. However, the discourse in engineering education curricula and classrooms positions students in ways that limit agency when solving problems. Such as fostering a culture that reinforces epistemic beliefs (i.e., certainty of engineering knowledge) that there is one right way to solve a problem or no choice in decisions. Drawing on the theory of structural power, critical pedagogy, and epistemic rhetoric analysis, Chua and Cagle [37] used critical discourse analysis to understand how engineering education text artifacts may be limiting students’ sense of agency. Students’ sense of agency is limited by the ways undergraduate assignments are structured in a manner that doesn’t allow students to negotiate or reframe the assignment. Chua and Cagle [37] suggest how these limitations may influence whether students develop a sense of agency to modify or push back on the constraints or requirements given in future context, which contradicts the messaging from discourse that position “engineers as powerful agent” [p. 3]. This preliminary study begins to highlight how there needs to be coherence between public messaging of what it means to be an engineer and engineering curricula and pedagogy.

Critical engineering agency, another framework used in engineering education described “agency beliefs” as beliefs that “are focused on how students perceive their empowerment rather than on their explicit actions, as is typically the case with research on agency” [19, p. 317]. The use of agency in this framework is heavily focused on students’ epistemological understandings and application of concepts within engineering. Agency is tied to the students’ capabilities to shape their environment through engineering “(e.g., using their knowledge of science/engineering to design solutions for their community) and in their broader goals (e.g., pursuing a career in a service-related engineering field)” [38, p. 442]. Engineering agency beliefs in this framework are closely tied to developing a critical thinking mindset about science, engineering, and what they can do for the world. The authors wrote, “Students’ agency beliefs involve how students see and think about STEM as a way to better themselves and the world along with being a critic of themselves and science in general [20, p. 939]. The critical thinking perspective is intimately tied to engineering agency beliefs, where students become “evaluator[s] of STEM as well as become critics of themselves and the world around them through self-reflection” [39, p. 13]. In essence, agency beliefs in this framework are based on a spectrum of how students view engineering as a way to change their world or the world at large.

Most agentic frameworks in engineering education used qualitative research methods. However, Godwin and colleagues [40] and Verdín and Godwin [41] used quantitative measures to understand students’ agency beliefs in engineering education. Godwin et al. [40] developed and validated items to measure critical engineering agency by drawing on Basu and Barton’s [42] agentic framework in science education. Basu and Barton [42] situate “learning as agency” as a way to account for positioning and power in learning. Godwin and colleagues [40] are drawing on the idea of how students’ can “use science as a context for change, such that identity develops, their position in the world advances, and they alter the world towards what they envision as more just” [41, p. 389]. Similarly, Godwin et al. [40] were concerned with understanding how engineering students’ use engineering knowledge, skills, and processes to inform their “perception of their ability to change their world through everyday actions as well as his/her broader goals in life”. Along with how agency can be used to predict choice in engineering, their findings suggest agency
within a disciplinary domain is a relevant construct for examining undergraduate engineering students’ pathways and identity development.

Continuing with the idea of personal agency, Verdín and Godwin [41] developed and validated a personal agency scale to understand what influenced first-generation college students’ goal in making a difference in their community using their engineering knowledge and skills. Verdín and Godwin [41] drew on Bandura’s social cognitive theory to frame student agency by focusing on the reciprocation between personal, environmental, and behavioral factors. Including four personal agency constructs (i.e., forethought, intentionality, self-reactiveness, and self-reflectiveness; [41]). Using confirmatory factor analysis, their results indicated two groupings of personal agency (i.e., intentionality with self-reactiveness and forethought with self-reflectiveness) instead of four that were identified in prior work [41]. They used these two latent constructs of personal agency to theorize how first-generation students navigate engineering. This operationalization of personal agency in engineering education was used to understand how students enact their agency in relation to personal, environmental, and behavioral factors.

Together, these studies emphasize how there are several ways to understand how students enact agency in engineering education. Beyond the three overarching student outcomes identified as a result of examining agency, some studies emphasized the importance of students developing a sense of agency [21], [24], [33]. In contrast, others like Chua and Cagle [37] highlighted how engineering education discourse might be resulting in a lack of agency. Some studies affirmed the importance of empowering students to enact agency or developing a sense of agency as an essential skill to engineering [21], [36]. In addition, the majority of the articles discussed the relationship between structure (or culture) and agency; however, there were a few studies which described the internal processes associated with agency or how it can be supported and developed for the student outcomes studied. More importantly, in addition to discussing how to empower students to enact change, several studies recognized the need for institutional structural and cultural change [22], [23], [36], [37]. Below, we discuss the role of faculty as it relates to change in engineering education through faculty agency.

Faculty Agency

In our analysis of studies evaluating student agency, we noticed that several studies briefly mention the potential influence of institutional structures (e.g., policies, norms, cultures) on how students’ develop and exhibit their agency in engineering education learning environments [23], [29], [33], [36]. The researchers’ acknowledgment of institutional constraints highlights the complexity of the engineering education infrastructure and emphasizes the importance of engaging all agents of change across the leadership hierarchy [2], [43]. Although the leadership hierarchy of engineering institutions include faculty, administrators, industry professionals, governing boards, and federal agencies, faculty’s roles and responsibilities uniquely position them to influence curriculum design and delivery, policies, practices, and cultures [44]. As a result, faculty can be a bridge between student agency and the institutional structures, positioning them as a critical component for ensuring change in engineering education [43], [45]–[47].

Similar to our analysis of student agency, we identified a few studies evaluating faculty agency using search terms of “agency,” “faculty,” and “engineering education” in available databases
Local Transformation

In our search for studies evaluating faculty agency in engineering education, we found that a great deal of previous research emphasizes instructional changes. In the engineering education community, the emphasis on instructional improvements was a response to gaps identified in the research to practice cycle in the 2009 report, *Creating a Culture for Scholarly and Systematic Innovation in Engineering Education* [48]. As a result, many engineering education researchers use motivation theories to evaluate faculty’s willingness to engage in instructional change [43], [49], [50]. These motivation theories included Self Determination Theory [50], Self-efficacy [51], and Expectancy Value Theory (EVT) [53]. These studies evaluated faculty agency by exploring the relationship between their beliefs, values, and goals and the larger academic structure [50]–[54].

Matusovich, Paretti, McNair, and Hixson [50] investigated faculty’s motivation to implement research-based instructional strategies (RBIS). Although Matusovich et al. [50] did not explicitly define agency, they suggested that faculty’s willingness to act or not determined their agency. The authors argued that faculty engagement with transformation initiatives is influenced by what motivates faculty to act. As a result, the study is grounded in Expectancy Value Theory (EVT). EVT posits that an individual’s belief of success determines individual engagement and the value they associate with the activity [53], [54]. In the context of faculty engagement with the research to practice cycle, faculty’s expectancy of success includes their beliefs about their abilities to translate theory into classroom practices and successfully enact those practices in their teaching [49]. They used a concurrent mixed-method study design to gather data at two engineering education conferences. Qualitative data (e.g., field notes, open-ended survey responses) were the primary data sources, which was supported by descriptive statistics from a quantitative survey. The team identified individual and social factors that encouraged or discouraged faculty’s motivation and, ultimately, their agency. For example, a common theme among participants influencing their expectancy of success and inhibiting engagement was the participant “not knowing how to do something” [p. 31]. On the other hand, the research suggested that when participants perceived cost value of implementation was small (e.g., easy to implement), then their likelihood of enacting their agency to engage with the RBIS increased [50]. Although the authors evaluated faculty agency at the individual level, the EVT lens supported the identification of individual and systemic factors of engagement.

Similarly, Finelli, Daly, Richardson [49] used the lens of EVT to evaluate faculty’s motivation to adopt effective teaching strategies. In addition to EVT, Finelli et al. [49] integrated organizational change and instructional development in their approach to institutional transformation. The authors implicitly defined faculty agency as faculty’s willingness to act and subsequent actions in a similar fashion as Matusovich et al. [50]. The study used faculty focus groups to elicit factors that
promoted or hindered the adoption of particular teaching strategies: student-centered, groups, and authentic context. In these focus groups, they specifically asked about faculty’s expectancies of success and task value. The analysis of this work resulted in 26 individuals’ themes grouped into seven categories. The categories that promoted adoption included infrastructure and culture, knowledge and skills, and flexible classroom and curricular structures. Whereas, the categories that hindered adoption included concerns about student learning experience and time. Depending on the faculty member, their disposition, professional goals, network, and community could be an aid or detract from their agency to implement. These findings informed subsequent faculty and administrative change plans. The change plans were ultimately implemented at the local level, and student and faculty data were collected to evaluate effectiveness, attitudes, and behaviors. As a result, the authors were able to accelerate the adoption of RBIS at their institution.

Other authors like Cruz et al. [43] built upon the work of Matusovich et al. [50] and Finelli et al. [49]. Cruz et al. [43] also incorporated additional elements of the system (e.g., cultural factors, change management processes, pedagogical knowledge, and student experiences) to understand faculty motivation to implement effective teaching strategies. This study explored the complexity of institutional change by focusing beyond the actions of faculty to understand their position within the higher education system. In particular, Cruz et al. [43] concluded that an individual change agent could not address all aspects of institutional change at once; however, they did emphasize the importance of institutional influencers to consider the complexity of departmental or institutional transformation.

**Systemic Transformation**

Although Finelli et al. [49] and Cruz et al.’s [43] studies explore faculty agency in a way that considers the systemic structures within institutions, they do not examine broader policy in higher education. Researchers Smith-Orr, Bodnar, Lee, Faber, Coso Strong, and McCave [43] begin to explore the influence of faculty agency on their goals for systemic transformation of local and national agendas. They used Campbell and O’Meara’s [3] faculty agency framework to explore the impact of faculty on systemic transformation within their leadership positions. Campbell and O’Meara’s [3] framework defines agency as “taking strategic or intentional actions or perspectives towards goals that matter to oneself” [3, p. 52]. The previously discussed motivation theories define agency through faculty’s willingness to take action, which links to Campbell and O’Meara’s framework through the concept of agentic perspectives. Smith-Orr et al. [44] used collaborative inquiry and collaborative autoethnography to explore early-career faculty transitions to academic careers. Also, they used reflections to inform a quantitative survey to evaluate the strategic actions taken and their impact on local and national change agendas. As a result, they identified that early-career faculty’s agency resulted in the greatest impact of change through their dissemination actions. On the other hand, their findings suggested that their agency had the least prevalent impact on national agendas.

These studies lay the groundwork for future work on exploring faculty agency in engineering education to understand better how to create and sustain local and national change. For example, analyzing faculty agency through motivational theories, like Matusovich et al. [50], could be applied to research evaluating faculty’s impact to create and sustain change through their non-teaching responsibilities similar to Smith-Orr et al. [44]. However, despite the application, more work needs to be done to understand faculty agency and its influence across the engineering
education ecosystem if we are going to engage in the transformation to support the next generation of engineers.

Conclusion

In this narrative review, we examined the ways agency has been used in engineering education. This paper has shown how student agency has been explored to address a variety of student outcomes through varied definitions and methodological approaches. Some studies were not designed to investigate agency directly; however, agency emerged as a student outcome during the analysis. These studies focused on how students have been constrained or empowered to learn engineering, persist through the structural and cultural barriers imposed, and how they are positioned in engineering. In terms of faculty agency, this review illustrated the importance of faculty beliefs about their ability to influence institutional and systemic change in engineering education is essential for large-scale change; however, an understanding of the organizational and structural issues supporting these change efforts need to be more deeply examined.

Transformations in engineering education have been criticized for not considering a systemic perspective when considering ways to enact change beyond curricula, departmental, and institutional change [2], [55]. However, issues concerning integrated learning, accessibility, and individual diversity “requires change at different levels in engineering education” [1], [2]. [55, p. 265]. One important consideration that was raised across studies was the interplay between students, faculty, and external actors (i.e., industry, government, and accrediting boards) to shape change in engineering education. As a result, all actors must be motivated to adjust to new practices that will ensure STEM literacy is prioritized in a manner that is accessible and enables students to develop a sense of agency to navigate the ambiguity and complexities associated with the societal demand for engineers. Moreover, further studies that build on these agentic frameworks in engineering education can potentially facilitate the identification and deconstruction of mechanisms that hinder diverse pathways into engineering, promote a liberal approach to engineering education, and support individual diversity.
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